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	This book contains a broad survey on the peroxiredoxins. It involves almost all groups that contributed significant insights into the emerging field. Coverage discusses the diverse biological roles of the new protein family in the context of other antioxidant systems like those based on heme or selenium catalysis. In addition, the book highlights related future perspectives.
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Beginning Transact-SQL With SQL Server 2000 and 2005Wrox Press, 2005
Prepare for the ever-increasing demands of programming. Beginning with an overview of the SQL Server query operations and tools used with T-SQL, this authoritative text explains how to design and build applications of increasing complexity.

Transact-SQL is a powerful implementation of the ANSI standard SQL database query language. In...
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Communication Systems Engineering (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2001


	The objective of this book is to provide an introduction to the basic principles in the

	analysis and design of communication systems. It is primarily intended for use as a text

	for a first course in communications, either at a senior level or at a first-year graduate

	level.

	Thorough coverage of basic digital communication...
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Collateral Management: A Guide to Mitigating Counterparty Risk (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	Insight into collateral management and its increasing relevance in modern banking
	
		In the wake of recent financial crises, firms of all sizes have adjusted their policies to incorporate more frequent instances of collateral management. Collateral Management: A Guide to Mitigating Counterparty Risk explains the...
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Linux Kernel in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2006

	Written by a leading developer and maintainer of the Linux kernel, Linux Kernel in a Nutshell is a comprehensive overview of kernel configuration and building, a critical task for Linux users and administrators.


	No distribution can provide a Linux kernel that meets all users' needs. Computers big and small have special...
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AutoCAD 2011 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	It’s amazing to think that AutoCAD came into being more than a quarter of a century ago, at a time when most people thought that personal computers weren’t capable of industrial-strength tasks like CAD. (The acronym stands for Computer-Aided Drafting, Computer-Aided Design, or both, depending on whom you talk to.) What’s...
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Digital Signal Processing Using MATLABCengage Learning, 2011

	From the beginning of the 1980s we have witnessed a revolution in

	computer technology and an explosion in user-friendly applications. This

	revolution is still continuing today with low-cost personal computer

	systems that rival the performance of expensive workstations. This technological

	prowess should be brought to bear on the...
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